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Figurative fundamentals

COLOUR
Continuing their series about the language of drawing and painting,
Ann Witheridge and Holly Cawte turn their attention to colour and how
you can use it to determine your artistic style
olour is a fascinating, illuminating and
deceptive subject. In art history its use has
defined whole movements, developments
and artistic trends and yet, in creating an image,
it is wholly unessential. In the first few articles we
discussed proportion, values, mass, edges and
more. All these subjects are enhanced and
glamourised by, but not dependent on, colour.
This month we're looking at how to view and
translate colour- how we can use it in its most
intense and its quietest forms to enhance the
subject. Both the distillation and the full
expression of colour can be equally manipulated
to create an image and its mood.
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VALUES
Everyone has an opinion about colour and a
natural sense of colour. The more challenging
subject is the value within the colour: is it a light,
dark or mid-tone value, within the colour? The
moment we start to use colour we become so
excited about its potential that we are likely to
disregard the values.
When thinking about colour it is more
important to think about its value first (how light
or dark) and then its temperature (is it cool or
hot). But don't try to intellectualise it, think of the
primary colours of a simple colour wheel. We can
judge if a colour is blue, red or yellow. Then we
must decide if it is blue going towards red and
therefore purply blue, or blue going towards
yellow and therefore green-blue. The same with
red, is it orangey or purply? We can use the same
method with secondary colours: green, purple
and orange.
Think too about colour saturation. How intense
is the colour, or how chromatic. Chroma is the
Greek word for colour and it is used to indicate
colour saturation.
When creating a set-up for a painting, decide
what role the colour will play: is it the most
alluring aspect, or is it there to support the
subject and bring about a harmony?
In landscape painting, on a very sunny day the
colours will be more intense, more chromatic. On
a grey day they will be more subtle, more
harmonious. Some artists prefer the grey days of
an English landscape, as they find the colours less
stark, more silvery and harmonious. Others prefer
the sharper rich colours of Mediterranean
landscapes.
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COLOUR HARMONY
Here we are learning to understand the nuances of value within colour.
My paintings from the previous article are all colour harmonious.
.A.

Still Life with Grapes, oil on

board, 8 x 1Oin (20.S X 25.Scm).
In this painting the colour
harmony is darker in reds and
greens. I have balanced the
background with the objects

COLOUR VARIETY
Here we are learning to balance
and relate pure strong colours.
When we set up a subject
purely for the colour
relationships it is important not
to let the excitement of colour
override the previous lessons
we have learnt about values
and edges.
'4

Flower Study, oil on canvas,

SX Sin (20.S X 12.Scm).
Again I have used the background
to balance and enhance the
colours in the flowers
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PRACTICAL
Two set ups with strong
colour relationships
For the first set up of cotton reels I made a
colour note study (FIGURE 1), which took no
more than ten minutes. This is a fun and
easy way to see if your subject translates
well onto canvas when reduced to colour
notes. In less than ten minutes you can see
the colour harmonies and contrasts. The
reason for doing it so small is we don't get
fussy about the drawing or edges. I was so
excited about all the colours I was going to
use and how to balance the composition,
that I hadn't quite taken into account the
challenge of the ellipses! It took me a while
longer than I had anticipated to draw all the
cotton reel ends while not overdrawing the
painting, trying to keep it loose. I chose the
rich blue linen fabric, which was shot with
green, to both harmonise and complement
the other colours (FIGURE 2).
In the next two paintings of the same
subject I painted one canvas where the
colour was the most important aspect. I
really looked for the pure colour in the
shadows as well as in the lights (FIGURE 3).
In the other painting I tried to make the
edges the most alluring subject and subdue
the colour. With such a vibrant still life before
me, I found it very challenging not to get
carried away with the colour (FIGURE 4)

COLOUR TIPS
• Start by limiting your palette.
Velazquez painted with five colours
- just think what he achieved. It is
best to understand what your
limited colours can do and then add
to them later. If you start with five
yellows you might never recall what
each yellow does. Two different
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yellows mixed with two different
blues might well produce the same
colour.
• Don't necessarily use black to darken
and white to lighten. Black mixed
with alizarin crimson is much darker
than black alone. The colour
saturation can make a colour appear
darker or lighter. Using white to
lighten a colour might change the

temperature and make it seem murky
or muddy when in fact it needed to
be more vibrant.
• Sometimes it is the neighbouring
colour that is throwing a colour off, or
of cou rse the value.
• Keep your colours very clean on your
palette and likewise your brushes.
Keep cleaning them with tissue as you
go along, or wiping back your palette.
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EXERCISES
You'll need a pencil, paper or
sketchbook, a firm eraser and white
chalk, sanguine pencil and coloured
pencils and, if using oil paint, a
canvas/ board, a selection of brushes
and paint. For the beginner a limited
palette of black, ultramarine blue, raw
umber, cadmium red, yellow ochre and
white is usually recommended, plus a
selection of objects and a desk lamp or
light source of some kind . If you are
painting, you'll need a choice of fabric
to display your items on. Buff coloured
paper or pastel paper works well for
this exercise.
Tone, temperature, value, hue,
complementary colours, pigment,
chroma . .. where to begin? It is worth
saying here that whatever the colour, it
will be interpreted differently by each
and every one of us. However, here are

some ideas for starting to add colour to
your work, which may help in your
approach to this endless and fascinating
side of your art. My examples show how
colour can inform the work by using just
three tones: sanguine pencil, the
colour/ tone of the paper and white
chalk (below). Nine times out of ten,
colour is never the problem - good
draughtsmanship, values and edges are
always forgotten. Take your time to work
out each step before you slowly
introduce colour.
Even more limited than a palette of
black, blue, red, yellow, ochre and white
is doing a whole painting in a mixture of
ultramarine blue and raw umber. Known
as a grisaille painting, this is an
extremely effective way of working out
your value and edge patterns. One tool
that is particularly useful is a chromatic
colour chart, which clearly shows the

.A

three primary colours red, yellow and
blue, and then the subsequent
secondary colours (those made by
mixing two primary colours). Try
creating your own colour chart to help
in the exploration of colour.
Lastly, colour may not be quite so
obvious, and subtle colour shifts can be
much harder to see. Often it's the
surrounding elements that help inform
the colour of your subject: the colour of
the wall behind your set up, the blue of
the sky in your landscape, the fabric on
which your subject is sitting. All
ultimately play a huge part in informing
each different section of your set up
and, ultimately, the colour harmony
throughout your piece. Start by seeing
the big shapes and big colour values
then, by slowing honing in on your
subject, you can develop and
paint/ draw subtle colour shifts

Lemon, sanguine on buff paper, 4X6in (1O X 1Scm)

Ann Witheridge
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.A Value scale, sanguine and white chalk on buff paper.
Note that the tone of the paper is acting as a mid-tone value
throughout each drawing. Try experimenting with different
pencils and different coloured paper
Sphere, sanguine and white chalk on buff paper, 6X8in
(15 X20.Scm)
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Next month: Landscape paintings and the many choices
we can make
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